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of Cambridge, by L. Radzinowicz. Macmillan, 1962, 35^.) 

Qr- T^'s enquiry conducted by the Assistant Director of Research of the Institute of 
Crimlnol?gy ?f Cambridge University, forming Volume XVI of the Cambridge Studies in 
Con m?logy> was based on actual conditions prevailing in Reading and was assisted by a 
the af've and Reviewing Committee (whose names are given) set up in accordance with 

Practice of the Institute. 

djSc, 
n a Preface, Dr. Radzinowicz, Director of the Institute, states that in 1960 52,000 

Wor]Hay,8es ?f offenders took place: "the bulk facing an indifferent, suspicious or hostile 
Whe 

' Reversion to crime was highest during the first six months after discharge; just 

ignc>n deterrent experiences might be expected to have the greatest effect. "Our 
"?nce ?f what is involved in after-care," he states, "is still profound." 

err>pl 
tUc*'es are made of offenders as employees and their opportunities and concealments, 

of ofj^ers and fellow workers and their reactions, and their attitudes towards various types 
ences and dishonesty. 

?fpe 
1 ^st two-thirds, perhaps three-quarters, of the firms in Reading had employed 
ers- Ex-offenders had a reasonably good record of job stability. Men who 
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concealed their records proved just as good employees as other offenders. Ten tat' 

conclusions were that the building industry and retail distributors seemed to be rati1, 
unfortunate in their experience while certain sections of the manufacturing industry ̂  

most successful. 
,( 

Men convicted of embezzlement, fraud, and sex offences, seem to have been among 
more successful employees in spite of popular suspicions to the contrary. Really unsa'1 
factory employees only slightly outnumber those who did well. The majority fell betw^ 
these extremes. That good supervision, and selection, and absence of temptation 
produce better results is suggested by experience. Placements in larger firms make perso"' 
relationships less acute and show a relatively greater success. . 

One is impressed by the searching nature of the questions, the meticulous tabula'1 
of data by orthodox social survey methods and the difficulties of final conclusions. 

* 

questions and studies are well listed in the contents and in the tentative conclusions. , 

This survey describes the first results for Dr. Martin's main study of the So^ 
Consequences of Conviction, and he and the Institute of Criminology are to 

congratulated on this painstaking pilot study. S. H. Lu 


